How to order

Tuff-Stub Mount Poles are available for any Shakespeare Composite Structures S, O, H, or X series, direct burial poles to 30’ mounting height. Simply specify series, catalog length, and options according to the order logic at right. The example is a BSB24-01S2B301, 20-foot mounting height, S Series, smooth-finish, black Stub Pole.

A complete Shakespeare Composite Structures Tuff-Poles’ Catalog Number includes all of the information detailed at right, in order from left to right, including the dash. The letters and numbers to the left are the Basic Catalog Number, found in the listings of the poles. To the right of the dash are the options which you can specify in the order listed. Most available options are detailed in the charts. Call for other options.

You can assemble your own catalog numbers or just call for assistance. If you need help in choosing or specifying for your application, our experienced staff will be glad to help.

Stub Poles specified comprise two parts: Stub Pole Base and Top Sections. The Catalog Numbers shown here apply to one each of both sections. The sections can also be made available separately. Call factory for information.